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**ABSTRACT**

Recently, crowdsourcing has emerged as a new computing paradigm to solve problems that need human intrinsic, such as image annotation. However, there are two limitations in existing crowdsourcing platforms, i.e., non-transparent incentive mechanism and isolated profiles of workers, which harms the interests of both requesters and workers. Meanwhile, Blockchain technology introduces a solution to build a transparent, immutable data model in the Byzantine environment. Moreover, Blockchain systems (e.g., Ethereum) can also support the Tuning-complete script called smart contracts. Thus, we are motivated to use the feature of transparent data model and smart contract in Blockchain to address the two limitations. Based on the proposed solutions, we have designed a Blockchain based framework which supports foundations of general crowdsourcing platforms. In addition, our framework also has following novel features: (1) it provides the transparent incentive mechanisms; (2) it supports a trusted worker’s profile sharing in a cross-platform mode.
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**1 INTRODUCTION**

In the last decades, with the development of internet and sharing economy, crowdsourcing has emerged as a new computing paradigm, which utilizes human intelligence to solve tasks that require human intrinsic. It has been widely studied in both academia (e.g., database community [5, 8, 10]) and industry (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk, CrowdFlower, Figure Eight Inc.). A crowdsourcing platform usually aims to attract a huge amount of crowd workers (a.k.a. workers) to perform all kinds of tasks, e.g., image annotation, data labeling, etc. Thus, a foundational challenge in the crowdsourcing platform is how to design incentive mechanism, i.e., how to attract both workers and requesters of the tasks?

To solve the challenge, existing works propose several different incentive mechanisms, e.g., monetary based [4] and reputation based [1]. They usually design effective budget allocation method or reputation maintenance strategy. However, existing platforms [3, 7] usually do not support transparent incentive mechanism, i.e., an explicit mechanism designed by platforms but visible to the workers. In practice, a non-transparent mechanism can harm the interests of participants. For instance, the requester, who pays a higher service fee to the platform, should have the authority to know the specific pricing strategy. Otherwise, he/she may eventually lose the trust and leave the platform.

Another limitation in existing platforms is that the profiles (e.g., expertise, reputation) of the workers are not shared among different platforms. For example, a multi-skilled worker may want to make money from different crowdsourcing platforms (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk and TopCoder). However, his high qualified profile in Amazon Mechanical Turk is not trusted by the other crowdsourcing platforms. The worker usually has no enough time to build up a new qualified profile, which makes him/her join in only one crowd labor markets at last. Hence the workers will make less money and some crowdsourcing platforms will have less human powers compared with the dominant companies.

With the demand of transparent and trustful collaborative data management, recently, a technology named Blockchain attracts much attention [2, 6, 11] due to the success of Bitcoin. The novel design of Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus mechanism solves the traditional Byzantine problem in a non-deterministic way which can in turn build up trust among the participants without a third-party. Nodes within a Blockchain system can reach consensus of the system state in a decentralized way even with the existence of malicious nodes. Meanwhile, every node shares a chain-like append-only replicated data ledger. Since this ledger is maintained...
by the crowd-powered peer to peer network, any single centralized party cannot control the whole network. Moreover, this ledger is transparent to every participant. Users will be aware of any modification on the Blockchain data.

Moreover, Ethereum applies a near Turing-complete language in its Blockchain system. It makes the idea of smart contract come into reality, which refers to a piece of code representing the business logic. By pre-defining and consensing a smart contract, the same operations could be automatically executed to update the system state when the pre-defined conditions are fulfilled. Smart contract expands the power of Blockchain and provides more possibility to develop decentralized applications (DApp) on top of Blockchain.

In this demo, we implement a Blockchain based framework called Fluid which provides transparent incentive mechanism for crowdsourcing platform. We also design the complete workflow which integrate typical crowdsourcing process with Blockchain. In addition, we design three smart contract templates to combine existing crowdsourcing algorithms. Moreover, we develop several APIs to manage task and Blockchain data based on Ethereum. Finally, we develop an Android client for users to utilize our framework.

In the rest of the paper, we present Fluid in Sec. 2, our implementation in Sec. 3, and demonstration plan in Sec. 4.

2 FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW

2.1 Components and Architecture

We first introduce the four main components in the Fluid: task (i.e., requester), worker, platform, and Blockchain.

Task. Tasks are usually submitted to the crowdsourcing platform by the requesters with their pre-set requirements, e.g., deadline, expertise, reputation, etc. To answer a task, a worker has to satisfy all its requirements. After receiving the aggregated answers from platform, the requesters can eventually confirm the payments to the workers.

Worker. Workers, with unique accounts in Blockchain, can register at different crowdsourcing platforms with their identities in Blockchain. Via the smart contract of Blockchain, they can browse and select the available tasks. After accepting a task, a worker has to answer the task within its deadline specified by the requester.

Platform. The platforms connect both requesters and workers. After requesters publish their tasks, the platforms will carefully design the tasks and transform them into the smart contracts of Blockchain, in order to make them visible to the registered workers in Blockchain. Besides, the platform implements the incentive mechanisms in smart contracts, which are transparent to both workers and requesters.

Blockchain. Blockchain provides a Byzantine-fault tolerate environment and an immutable ledger. Via the smart contracts, it provides the underlying services for the requesters, workers, and platforms. Specifically, since smart contracts support Turing-complete language, we can implement credit contract for each participants, task contents for each task, as well as embedded incentive mechanism (e.g., cost control method), latency control method in the smart contracts.

The architecture of the Fluid is illustrated in Fig. 1. We use Blockchain to connect the crowdsourcing platforms, requesters and workers through the P2P network. Fluid also provides APIs to manage tasks and users’ profiles, and support basic crowdsourced data operations (e.g., query), etc.

2.2 Workflow

We next present the workflow of Fluid. Different from existing systems where requesters and workers only interact with the platforms, we separate parts of the processing logic and put them on Blockchain. Thus, our workflow consists of eight main steps in Fig. 2. Intuitively, we divide them into three phases: task creation, task processing, and task completion.

Task Creation. In Fluid, a task is represented by a task contract. Although a platform can store the tasks in its own database, their copies are also recorded in Blockchain by the smart contracts. Steps 1-2 represent the detailed procedure. Step 1. Requesters submit the raw tasks to a crowdsourcing platform with additional requirements (e.g., expertise, deadline). Most importantly, requesters should transmit some credit (i.e., token) that they are willing to pay from their credit contract to the platform’s credit contract.
Step 2. The platform designs and decomposes the raw task into several atomic tasks [10]. Based on requesters’ requirements and the quality control method, a worker selection function is generated. In addition, the incentive function is chosen by the platform. Finally, task content, worker selection function and incentive function are transformed into the smart contract which will be published on Blockchain.

Task Processing. In this phase, workers will browse, select and answer their available tasks. Steps 3-5 represent the detailed procedure.

Step 3. A worker accepts the task by transmitting required credit in the task contract. The worker selection function is automatically invoked to lock the credit or reject unqualified worker. This step is confirmed by consensus protocol.

Step 4. Workers submit their answers to the platform.

Step 5. A transaction (including digest of the answer, etc.), which represents the allocation between a task and its worker, will be automatically generated and sent to Blockchain.

Task Completion. After receiving the answers, the platform will aggregate the final result. Meanwhile, based on the incentive function, rewards will be paid to allocated workers.

Step 6. After platform confirms the final results, a completion record will be sent to the task contract. Meanwhile, platform can choose to activate zero-knowledge proof (Zk) function for others to verify the completion of the task without exposing the actual answers. This step guarantees the trust and protects the privacy of users.

Step 7. Platform returns the final result to the requester.

Step 8 (optional). The requester records the feedback in the task contract.

2.3 Smart Contract

To generate the smart contracts at different phases, we design three contract templates, identity contract, credit contract, and task contract, which include the compulsory logic functions.

Identity contract is used to record the roles of network participants. In FLUID, each user has a unique Blockchain node address. This contract maintains tuples of \( <address, role> \). It is created when FLUID Blockchain is established.

Credit contract records the credit and expertise of the user. The credit is a kind of digital token (i.e., ERC-20 token in Ethereum). It could represent reputation in different platforms, money, etc. Credit could be transferred, mortgaged, extracted between authorized users.

Task contract is built by the crowdsourcing platform based on the raw task provided by requesters. Task contract contains three basic elements: (1) Task content consists of the basics of a task, e.g., task type, task description, deadline, requirements, etc. (2) Global status includes the current status of a task, the corresponding requester, worker and crowdsourcing platform. (3) Incentive function represents the specific incentive mechanisms like task pricing, reputation maintaining function.

Additionally, task contract can include the zero-knowledge proof function (Zk-function) as well. Specifically, to build a trustful workflow, a user must have the ability to verify a task is actually done by selected workers without exposing the results for privacy protection. We design a Zk-function layer to verify the answers to the tasks confirmed by the platform. By using zero-knowledge proof algorithms (e.g., zk-SNARKs [9]), everyone can check whether workers give valid results to a task without knowing the details.

As shown in Fig. 3, both task contracts and credit contracts will be used to verify the personal information of users on Blockchain. Besides, they are both updated during the eight steps of our workflow.

3 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe the details of FLUID implementation. We forked the go-Ethereum version 1.8.19 as our Blockchain solution. Based on it we developed the aforementioned APIs. In addition, we use the Solidity (version 0.4.22) programming language to implement the contract templates.

To simulate the function of the crowdsourcing platform, we set up a back-end server and implement several state-of-the-art algorithms in existing studies. Specifically, we use the OPQ-based method to decompose a task into several atomic tasks [10]. We implement the incentive mechanism in [4] to determine the price of task. Finally, we use the greedy-based method in [12] to speed up the task completion.

For demonstration, we developed an Android application which utilizes the APIs of both simulated back-end crowdsourcing platform and FLUID Blockchain. Requester can publish tasks as shown in (Fig. 4 (a)). Workers can browse and do the tasks as well. Users can view their own profile (i.e., credit and expertise record) on the Blockchain (Fig. 4 (b)). Moreover, they can check the states of entire FLUID Blockchain (Fig. 5).

4 DEMONSTRATION PROPOSAL

In this demonstration, we will describe how FLUID works and how FLUID framework integrates with typical crowdsourcing platforms. We will present two kinds of scenarios, task lifecycle simulation and credit contract checking, of the FLUID in details, and explain the purposes of our demonstration.
Scenario 1: task life-cycle simulation. In this scenario, we exhibit the entire workflow in Fluid to the audiences. In the phase of task creation, a registered requester submits a set of raw tasks with descriptions and his/her requirements (e.g., deadline, reputation, etc.) to the crowdsourcing platform as shown in Fig. 4(a). The platform will decompose the tasks into more atomic tasks [10] and transform them into smart contracts with built-in incentive mechanisms based on our contract template. In the phase of task processing, workers can select these tasks on Blockchain and mortgage the credit from the credit contract into the task contract. While workers submit their answers to the platform, the corresponding transactions will be automatically sent to Blockchain. In the last phase (i.e., task completion), the platform will locally aggregate the answers and provide them to the requesters. After the confirmation of requesters, the platform will give the payments to workers and update their reputations based on the incentive function in the task contract.

Scenario 2: credit contract checking. Given a task, platform X could check qualified workers not only from their own workers but also from other platforms via Fluid. Specifically, after X sends a task contract to the Fluid, some workers may apply for answering this task. Then the platform will check the identity contract to find the identity information of the workers and browse the historical records from credit contracts. As shown in Fig. 4(b), these information are visible to both platforms and workers themselves in the client. Since this platform X can know the historical credits and reputations of workers from other platforms, X can use its own quality control method to filter qualified workers. If the platform X still doubts about these records, it can invoke those Zk-functions from all the historical task contracts to check the truthfulness and correctness of those credits.
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